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Abstract (en)
The present invention allows a yarn splicing carriage to efficiently remove a yarn defect and perform a yarn splicing operation without a waste of
a yarn, in accordance with the situation in which the yarn defect has occurred. A textile machine comprises a plurality of yarn processing units 2
and a yarn splicing carriage 3 that can run in the direction in which the yarn processing units 2 are arranged. Each of the yarn processing units
2 comprises a yarn clearer 52 that can detect a yarn defect and determine its type. The yarn splicing carriage 3 can acquire information on the
presence or absence and type of a yarn defect and the diameter of a winding package 45 for each yarn processing unit 2. The yarn splicing carriage
3 performs a yarn end finding operation on the yarn processing unit 2 in which a yarn defect is occurring. In this case, depending on the type of the
detected yarn defect and the diameter of the winding package 45 measured upon the occurrence of the yarn defect, the yarn splicing carriage 3
varies the amount of time from when a suction mouth 46 approaches to the winding package 45 and then starts suction until when the suction mouth
46 guides a yarn to a splicing device 43 as well as the speed of a reverse rotation roller 55 that rotates the winding package 45 in a yarn unwinding
direction. Subsequently, the yarn splicing device 43 removes the yarn defect and splices the spun yarn (Fig.2).
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